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OLAA NEW TRACT LOTS
PUNA HAWAII

Lot No. 190.

Description and Plan:-

Beginning at the south corner of this lot, at the Government
Survey Monument (2" galv. pipe set in concrete), at the north corner
of Olaa Road and Cross Road No. 5., the coordinates of which point
are 24,060.29 feet south, and 47,230.32 feet west of Olaa Trig. Sta-
tion; and said monument is true azimuth 48° 32' 30" and distant
6010 feet from the Government Survey Monument (2" galv. pipe set in
concrete), at the west corner of Olaa Road, and Cross Road No. 4.;
as shown on Hawaii Territory Survey Reg. Map No. 2269; and running
by true azimuths:-

1. 138° 32' 30" 2899.20 feet, along Cross Road No. 5, to a 2" galv.
   pipe and post 190;
2. 228° 32' 30" 724.25 feet, along Lot No. 210, to post 190;
3. 318° 32' 30" 2899.20 " 191, " 191;
4. 45° 32' 30" 200,00 " Olaa Road, to post mkd. R;
5. 138° 32' 30" 200,00 " Quarry Reserve to post mkd. R;
6. 45° 32' 30" 200,00 " " 191, " R;
7. 318° 32' 30" 200,00 " " 191, " R;
8. 45° 32' 30" 351.25 " Olaa Road, to the point of

beginning.

Containing 49.03 Acres.

Hilo Hawaii
May 1905.

[Signature]
Surveyor.